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This town report is
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Selectmen 1st & 3rd Thursday of each month
6:30- 8 pm at the Town Office
Assessors 1st & 3rd Thursday of each month
6:30- 8 pm at the Town Office
Treasurer 1st & 3rd Thursday of each month
6:30- 8 pm at the Town Office
Town Clerk & Tax
Collector
Monday-Friday 8:30-12, 1-4 pm
1st & 3rd Thursday of each month
6:30- 8 pm at the Town Office
Planning Board 1st Monday of each month
7 pm at the Town Office
RSU #25 Committee 3rd Tuesday of each month
6:30 pm at Middle School
Recreation Comm. 3rd Thursday of each month
6:30 pm at Orland School
Schedule of Meetings & Office Hours
Important Phone Numbers
Emergency 911
Sheriff 911
Town Office phone 469-3186
Town Office fax 469-3187
Orland Consolidated School 469-2272
Orland Post Office 469-2184
East Orland Post Office 469-1170
Animal Control 469-3969
Plumbing Inspection 469-3055
Code Enforcement Mornings: 374-5192
Evenings: 326-4766
Town Officers - 2010
Selectmen & Overseers of the Poor Term Expires
Ralph Gonzales March, 2011
Edward Rankin, Sr., Chair March, 2012
Lester Stackpole, replaced S.Wayne Ames March, 2013
Assessors Term Expires
Mary Hauger March, 2011
Geoffrey Hauger March, 2012
Betty Chavaree, Chair March, 2013
Town Clerk & Tax Collector
Connie Brown
Deputy Town Clerk & Tax Collector
Suzanne Norris
Dorothy E.S. Baker, Assistant Clerk
Treasurer
Suzanne Norris
Road Commissioner Term Expires
Robert Wardwell March 2013
Registrar of Voters Connie Brown
Superintendent of Schools James Boothby
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RSU #25 Committee Term Expires
Lance Raymond July 2011
Thomas Foster November 2011
Melinda Stegner November 2011
Laurie Boardman July 2012
David Burgess July 2012
Peter Stewart November 2012
Thomas Taylor-Lash July 2013
Scott Frasier November 2013
Fish Committee
Philip Whitney March, 2011
Margaret Hanscom March, 2012
Peter Robshaw March, 2013
Eugene Churchill March, 2013
Robert Mushrall, Chair March, 2014
Planning Board Term Expires
John MacBrayne March, 2011
Michael Bishop March 2012
W. Roger Wood March, 2012
Nancy Wasson March, 2013
Millard Clement, Chair March, 2013
Clayton Duplessis, Alternate March, 2011
Kristin Cook , Alternate March, 2011
Board of Appeals Terms Expire - April 2011
William Chandler, Chair David Burgess
Goodwin Ames Kent Conary, Alt
Richard Smith Bruce Downs, Alt
Health Officer Term Expires
Miriam Devlin March, 2011
Recreation Committee
Ed Hatch Bart McGraw
Michelle Murchie Jean Sargent
Constable Robert Mushrall
General Assistance Administrator Ralph Gonzales
Plumbing Inspector Gerald Guse
Code Enforcement Officer Judith Jenkins
Fire Chief, Fire Warden, Civil
Preparedness Director John Gray
Animal Control Officer Robert Gross
Fish Warden Robert Mushrall
State Senator District 31 Richard Rosen
State Representative District 41 James Gillway
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Annual Report to the Orland
A Message from Senator Richard Rosen
January 2011
Dear Friends and Neighbors:
It is an honor to represent you in the Maine Senate, and I am grateful
for the trust you have placed in me to work for the betterment of Orland
and our region.
The State of Maine, like many of us, is experiencing tough economic
times. Though we are facing a large budget shortfall over the next two
years, I am confident we will be able to make progress toward returning
stability to the State and do so in a way that reflects your priorities. In
order to bring the budget into balance, the Governor, along with the Leg-
islature, must make some significant changes in the way state services
are delivered and how taxpayer money is spent. I am committed to
working with fellow Legislators to craft a budget that reins in the unsus-
tainable growth of state government, prioritizes core services like public
health and safety, education, a safety net for our most vulnerable citizens,
and our transportation infrastructure. I will be working diligently as
Chairmen of the Appropriations and Financial Affairs Committee to fur-
ther this goal and to make sure that our efforts create a positive impact
for the long term future of Maine. Despite the challenges we face, this is
an opportunity to retool state government, reduce the size of the bureauc-
racy, carefully review the effectiveness of current programs, and set
Maine on the right course.
One of our first orders of business when the 125th Legislature con-
vened in December was the passage of LD 1, An Act To Ensure Regula-
tory Fairness and Reform. The bill recognizes that one of the biggest
impediments to job creation and capital investment in Maine is the bur-
den of our regulatory structure. Given this, LD 1 proposes to reach out to
employers and workers to identify duplicative and unnecessary regula-
tions and eliminate or propose changes to these regulations in order to
improve the business climate and encourage job creation and retention
and expand opportunities for Maine people.
I am hopeful that by reining in state spending, prioritizing our wants
and needs and developing strategies for improving our business environ-
ment, we can put Maine back on track toward prosperity and create the
opportunities that will invite our young people to build a bright future
here in Maine.
Again, thank you for entrusting me to represent you in Augusta.
Please feel free to contact me if you ever need my help in navigating the
state bureaucracy. I would be happy to help in any way that I can. I can
be reached in Augusta at 287-1505.
Sincerely,
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Report of the Board of Selectmen
To the Citizens of the Town of Orland;
The Town lost one of it’s greatest assets in the passing of
Wayne Ames, member of the Board of Selectmen for 40
years; but, we all pulled together to become a stronger town
government and community. He is deeply missed.
The town officials had a very busy 2010. One of our big-
gest challenges, again, is working with the RSU #25 and the
state budget and program cuts. We almost had to borrow
money at the of May because the late school budget figures
for our town meeting. This pushed our regular March meet-
ing into May. In 2010, voters approved the change to a fiscal
year to put us in line with federal and state school funding
schedules. We will be implementing those changes in 2011.
We also are working on the Orland River Dam deed with
Verso Paper. The old town office has been cleaned and
treated for its mold problem. Committees for both of these
projects have been formed to find alternatives and uses.
The new intersection on Acadia Highway and the Upper
Falls Road is a change to reduce accidents in that area. It
will take some time to become adjusted.
The Planning Board has been working hard on a new
Wind Power Ordinance.
We will continue to spend wisely, but still provide quality
services for the residents of Orland.
As always, we wish to thank our fellow town officers,
the road crews, and the committees and boards for their hard
work.
Respectfully submitted,
Edward Rankin, Sr., Chairman
Ralph Gonzales
Lester Stackpole
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Report of the
General Assistance Administrator
The Selectmen adopted the General Assistance Ordi-
nance (prepared by Maine Municipal Association, August
2005) on the 12th day of October 2006. The Appendices (A-
C) are revised each year by Maine Municipal Association,
which increases the amounts allowed. The Ordinance helps
those in need and directs them to be responsible by living
within their means. Applicants must show that they are at-
tempting to improve the present situation which has caused
them to seek assistance.
In 2010, we received 32 applications for assistance and
paid 12 applications which consisted of 8 individuals, with 4
of the 8 being a repeats. Of those 12 cases, we paid $638.25
for housing, $151.50 for electricity, $1,366.15 for heat, and
$145.33 for prescriptions. The total cost for the 12 cases was
$2,301.24.
For 2010, $8,700.00 was carried over from 2009,
$1,300.00 was appropriated for 2010; $2,301.24 was spent,
$981.53 was reimbursed by the State of Maine. That leaves a
balance of $8,680.59 in the account.
With such a poor economy, we received 8 more
applications, processed the same number of applications (12)
as last year and spent $1374.73 less than we did in 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
Ralph Gonzales
General Assistance Administrator
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Report of the Town Clerk &
Tax Collector
As in past years, I wish to thank the citizens of the Town
of Orland for their support in 2010. Being the first contact
most citizens have with the Town, the Clerk’s office strives
to give the best service possible. We can not always answer
a person’s question; however, we usually can refer the
person to the appropriate department.
In the clerk’s office, we licensed 340 dogs in 2010. Please
remember that a state-mandated $25.00 late fee applies to
re-registrations of dogs after January 31st of any given year.
We are still working with the MOSES program for
hunting/fishing licensing and recreational vehicle
registrations. The licenses are completed and the State
knows instantly that a customer has their license and/or
registration. In 2009, we registered 109 snowmobiles, 159
ATVs, and 371 boats. We also processed 601 recreational
licenses. In 2010, we processed over 3000 motor vehicle
transactions. In 2011, the electronic motor vehicle program
will undergo a major update.
On the tax collection side, we will be moving from a
calendar year to a fiscal year in 2011. This means an extra
tax billing cycle will take place, with a second bill being
generated. It will mean some changes; however, for budget
purposes this change is necessary.
With times becoming more difficult, we understand that
finding the money to pay property taxes is not always easy.
Please be aware that taxes can be paid on a monthly basis
instead of coming up with the lump sum in September. If
you have fallen behind in your taxes, please consider
making a payment arrangement with the Board of
Selectmen. These arrangements call for a mutually agreed
upon amount to be paid monthly. Call the office if you are
interested.
Respectfully submitted,
Connie L. Brown, CMC
Town Clerk & Tax Collector Page 20
Vital Statistics for 2010
Births 13
Deaths 14
Marriages 16
Respectfully Submitted,
Gerald Guse, LPI
New Septic Systems 8
Replacement Systems 2
Replacement Septic Fields 2
Replacement Septic Tanks 0
Sewer Hook-ups 1
Internal Plumbing Permits 25
Complaints 2
Report of the
Plumbing Inspector
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Priscilla Club—East Orland aka The East Orland Sewing Circle 1906
Report of the Assessors
The Town’s total valuation went up from $187,596,415.00 in
2009 to $190,934,250.00 in 2010. New listings include 2 new homes, 2
mobile homes, 3 seasonal properties and 0 business expansions and 0
new commercial property.
The Assessors processed 98 real estate transfers from April 1, 2009 to
March 31, 2010. Your tax bill showed that due to State Municipal Reve-
nue Sharing and State Aid to Education, each bill has been reduced by
25%.
The Maine Revenue Service issued an update pertaining to Property
Tax Abatement and Appeals Procedures, in August of 1993. If a tax-
payer believes that the valuation of his or her property is too high, the
taxpayer’s only remedy is to submit a written application to the Assessors
for an abatement within 185 days of the commitment date of the tax in
question, stating the grounds for abatement.
Homestead Exemption Applications are available at the Town Office
for the 2011 tax year. If you did not qualify last year, you may reapply.
If you did qualify last year, you do not need to apply again. We granted
597 Homestead Exemptions for the year 2010.
The mil rate for 2010 increased from .0149 to .0156. The increase was
mostly due to cuts in revenue and additional RSU costs.
The Assessors will be in session April 1, 2011 to provide Declarations
of Estate Forms. Reminders of this date will appear in local newspapers
and will be posted at the Town Office.
Respectfully submitted,
Betty Chavaree, CAT, Chairman
Mary Hauger, CMA
Geoffrey N. Hauger.
Orland Fair, circa 1907
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REAL ESTATE
LAND $ 69,895,410.00
BUILDING $118,427,130.00
TOTAL REAL ESTATE $188,322,540.00
PERSONAL PROPERTY
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT $ 2,618,180.00
EXEMPTIONS - $ 6,470.00
TOTAL PERSONAL PROPERTY $ 2,611,710.00
TOTAL VALUATION $190,934,250.00
TAX RATE PER THOUSAND .0156
$ 2,978,574.30
COUNTY TAX $ 94,417.00
MUNICIPAL APPROPRIATION $ 975,014.00
SCHOOL/EDUCATION
APPROPRIATION $2,402,051.30
OVERLAY $ 34,396.91
TOTAL ASSESSMENT $ 3,505,879.21
STATE REVENUE SHARING $ 86,000.00
HOMESTEAD REIMBURSEMENT $ 42,045.98
BETTE REIMBURSEMENT $158.93
OTHER REVENUE $ 399,100.00
TOTAL DEDUCTION $527,304.91
NET ASSESSMENT FOR
COMMITMENT $ 2,978,574.30
Report of the Treasurer
Sewer Utility Fund
Checking $13,055.24
Capital Reserve
Investments $71,000.33
Cemetery Trust Funds
Savings Accounts $4,687.31
General Operating Fund
Checking $1,241,052.16
Investments $ 70,662.26
Total General Fund: $1,311,714.42
Town of Orland Cash Balances as of 12/31/2010
Respectfully submitted,
Suzanne Norris, Treasurer
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To the Taxpayers of the Town of Orland,
Last May, the townspeople voted to proceed with the changing our
fiscal operating year to July 1 through June 30.
In order to get to the new fiscal year two things have to occur:
 The first is a six– month transitional period budget that will be
brought before a special town meeting in December 2011.
This budget is for basic municipal services from January 1,
2012 to June 30, 2012, deferring reserve monies, and larger
purchases and projects to the full fiscal year budget. A tax bill
for the six-month period, which is approximately one half of
your normal annual bill will be mailed at the first of the year.
 The second is that the annual town meeting will now be held
on the second Wednesday in June. That will allow us to hold
the municipal elections on the second Tuesday in June, thus
coinciding with the State’s June election.
Please note—in no case will you be paying more taxes than you
normally would. For the eighteen months, beginning January
2012, the payments will just be scheduled differently. The six-
month tax bill is made in the spring for the period of January 1st to
June 30, 2012. In July, you will be billed for a full year’s tax,
which will be for July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2012.
Changing a process that we have been accustomed to for so many
years can become difficult; however, voters at our May 2010 town
meeting believed this change to be in the best interests of the
Town of Orland.
Unpaid Taxes as of December 31, 2010
ALLEN, DOROTHY A 1,222.57
AMES, DANIEL & MARTHA 1,105.79
AMES, RICHARD F & STEPHEN B 401.86
AMES, SCOTT & TERRY 1,800.24
ARBO, HEIRS OF TERANCE 454.27
ASHEY, JEFFREY & DAWNA 2,259.35
ASHEY, TERENCE J. 460.36
ATHERTON, DOUGLAS & SYLVIA 1,890.88
ATHERTON, THOMAS P. 189.70
ATWOOD, TRAVIS W. 770.80
AYER JR, AUBREY C. & LINDA E. pp 1215.63
BAIR, WILLIAM F. & DECMA L. pp 138.02
BAKER III HEIRS OF, DAVIS L. 697.16
BARRY, JOSEHPINE & KEVIN 2,295.70
BARRY, JOSEPHINE 242.42
BART ET ALS, WILLIAM G 223.81
BENNETT, MARGO S. 297.96
BILLINGS, M MICHAEL 1,892.90
BLODGETT, FREDERIC III, ET ALS 2,564.80
BLOOD, CLIFTON L. 524.32
BOUTIN, STEPHAN 369.25
BOWLEY, JOSEPH W 234.62
BRADLEY & S KELLY, SHANE 1091.38
BRALEY, DEAN 1,121.80
BRIGGS, WENDY pp 114.71
BRITTON, KENNETH & JAN 937.48
BURGESS, ROBERT E. 2,031.43
BURPEE, MARCUS & JACKIE E 1325.84
BURRILL, EDWARD JR 320.42
CAMPBELL ET AL, BRUCE 1,462.97
CAMPBELL ET AL, BRUCE 1,466.09
CAMPBELL, BRUCE W. & BRENDA J 1,814.75
CARLISLE, MARY S. 882.02
CARLISLE, NICOLE A. 1,035.06
CARTER LIVING TRUST 3,092.86
CARTER, ADAM MICHAEL 108.42
CHAMBERLAND, WILLIAM 1,430.21
CHATTIN, DANIEL A & LINDA M 461.45
CHATTIN, DANIEL A & LINDA M 505.28
CHATTIN, DANIEL ALLEN 683.59
CHVETS & A MELIKHOV, OLEG 322.61
CHVETS & V DONCHAK, OLEG 226.04
CLARK & C THOMAS, MICHAEL 2,689.13
CLEMENT, NORMAN 1,660.78
COGSWELL, BARBARA 128.70
COMTOIS, CARY M 1,346.28
CONARY, JAMES pp 50.39
CONLEY HEIRS OF, LOUIS R 181.74
CONNARY, ROBERT L. 1,421.85
CONNOR, PAUL S. JR 279.24
COOMBS, EILEEN 104.83
COOMBS, MELVIN & LYNN pp 619.49
COOMBS, WESTLY O JR & ANGELA 2,986.46
COOMBS, WINSLOW 1,134.90
COTE, LOUIS G. & DEBRA R. 1,487.17
COTE, VALERIE R 1,480.60
CRAIG-GREEN, LAURENCE 653.64
CRAMPTON, RICHARD & V. MANNA 561.29
CRAMPTON, RICHARD ET ALS pp 133.17
CUNNINGHAM, SHELDON & AIMEE 69.73
CURTIS, HEIRS OF HAZEL 243.05
CURTIS, LELAND A. 1,434.73
CUSKELLEY, CHRISTINE pp 1,999.92
DANKEL, NANCY pp 104.40
DAVIS, AMANDA L. 1,267.03
DEANS, ARTHUR W. & LAURIE pp 532.82
DEJOY & M DUMONT, DALE J 1,057.84
DEPAOLO JR, KATHY & JAMES 694.82
DESROSIERS ET ALS, FRANCIS 647.24
DIAMOND STAR PROPERTIES LLC 683.59
DOKKA, MICHELLE R. 3,122.96
DORR, LORI 19.34
DOUCETTE, CHRISTOPHER & MICHELLE 1,149.88
DOWNS, BRUCE & PATRICIA pp 1,322.02
DUMONT, MICHAEL & D.DEJOY 385.94
DUNBAR SR, KENDAL S & PATRICIA A pp 833.02
DYER, HARRY A. 432.59
EATON & MARION GRAY, PENELOPE 460.36
ELDRIDGE, DONALD II & WANDA 1,647.83
ENTEGRITY WIND SYSTEMS INC 1,459.54
ESTHER R. BOOBER REVOCABLE TRUST 30.26
FALCON, ALICIA B 1,362.97
FARREN, ANNIE pp 586.05
FARREN, DANIEL J. 2,962.75
FARREN, DANIEL J. 1,340.51
FINDLAY, SCOTT & KATHLEEN 490.31
FINDLAY, SCOTT & KATHLEEN 1,611.79
FITZGERALD, KEVIN M. 114.04
FITZGERALD, KEVIN M. 1,054.25
FITZPATRICK, GREGORY & KELLY 1,093.25
FRENCH, ALBERT 1,433.95
GALLANT, WILLIAM & MELANIE 536.02
GASPAR , RICHARD & TIFFANY 1,094.03
GASPER, RICHARD R SR & JILL M 2,287.58
GEORGE, ALFRED F 128.70
GEORGE, ALFRED F 83.30
GEROW, MAUREEN pp 441.92
GERRY, SHAWN & PAULA 370.97
GINN JR., BERNARD pp 715.15
GRAY, ARTHUR J. & EDYTHE B. 970.32
GRAY, CLIFFORD pp 76.77
GRAY, MAYNARD & SHERRY 1,510.67
GRAY, RICHARD 512.93
GRAY, SHERRY 411.84
GRAY, WALTER A. 1,074.53
GRAY, WAYNE A 1,014.47
GREENLAW, ROBERT pp 2,150.36
GRINDLE, PHILIP JR, ET ALS 792.17
GRINDLE, ANDREW C & BRENDA L 1,489.33
GRINDLE, CLAYTON pp 92.24
GRUNWALD II, LEO 2,868.84
HALLETT, SUZANNE pp 1,401.85
HANDY, ROBERT & STACY 820.40
HANSCOM, SCOTT E. 122.15
HARRIMAN, ROBERT E & BELINDA J. 1,893.37
HARRIS, JOHN E., JR 447.88
HEATH, MATTHEW 973.44
HEATH, SHELDON & SANDRA pp 986.37
HENDERSON REALTY TRUST 158.65
HENDERSON REALTY TRUST 157.56
HENDERSON REALTY TRUST 154.60
HENDERSON, BENJAMIN 176.28
HENDERSON, DALE 68.95
HENDERSON, DILLON 142.12
HENDERSON, HOLLY 154.75
HERBEST HEIRS OF, THOMAS H 461.14
HOPKINS, DAVID 588.59
HOPKINS, KEVIN 902.15
HOYT, DAVID F 262.86
HUTCHINS, ROLAND L 633.52
HUTCHINS, TERRY M. 128.54
JACOBS, TROY 388.75
JELLISON, THOMAS & MARY ALICE 1,247.38
JELLISON, THOMAS & MARY ALICE 2,248.43
JOHNSON II, BENJAMIN 68.02
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN II & JENNIFER 26.52
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN II & JENNIFER 749.89
JONES, COLIN K 2,303.18
JORDAN, MICHAEL F 1,016.96
JOY, ROBERT 1,490.74
KASTENOPOLOUS, ELLEN 1,563.59
KEENE, GORDON C. 145.08
KELLEY, JOHN L & LAURIE B pp 1,359.25
KELLEY, RICHARD D & HENRIETTA S. 1,585.58
KENISTON, CLYDE & KAREN 1,654.33
KRICHELS, STEPHEN N. 2,690.38
LADD, JOHN & JESSICA pp 98.85
LAMBERT LIVING TRUST 348.19
LAMBERT LIVING TRUST 1,114.93
LARUE, STEVEN & SHELIA 888.11
LAVOIE HEIRS OF, PETER JR 289.07
LEACH, ANN M. 1,064.54
LEEMAN, BONNIE 491.56
LEWIS, HERBERT E. JR. 160.52
LINKEL, SUZANNE L. & GUY J. 2,300.69
LUMBERT, LLOYD M. 645.84
MACDONALD, JULIE Pp 265.15
MACDONALD, KEVIN 2,049.37
MARKS, BRYANT M. 2,619.55
MARKS, MORGAN S. & ANDREA 2,845.91
MCCALLISTER, ARCHIE & LOARRAINE pp 214.34
Orland Town Report 2010
MERCER, EDWARD 85.96
MITCHELL, WILLIAM & BETH 2,905.81
MOEN, RICHARD C. 1,049.41
MOLEON, R DAVID 389.53
MOLL, BRADLEY 1,320.54
MORRIS, LINDA J. 1,126.94
MOTT, DAVID & ELLEN 2,031.59
MOTT, DAVID & ELLEN 463.94
MOTT, DAVID & ELLEN 220.43
MURCH, DAVID & CYNTHIA 1,107.13
NEWBEGIN ET ALS, JEFFREY S. 2,837.17
NORRIS, JOSEPH 1,609.61
NORTHEAST INVESTMENTS LLC pp 1,007.00
OAK LEAF REALTY INC 26.52
OAK LEAF REALTY INC 193.44
OCONNOR, MALACHI 266.60
ODONNELL, ALLEN M 394.37
OLDFIELD, FREDERICK & PATRICIA 90.95
PANARO, MELINDA S & ANGELO 1,743.92
PELLETIER, DAVID 1,461.88
PENDLETON, MYRTLE 1,226.00
PERKINS, HEIRS OF GEORGE 543.50
PERKINS, INGRID H. 898.56
PERKINS, INGRID H. 1,816.31
PLANTE, SHARON 1,316.17
PRICE, CHERYL 924.14
REDMAN, DAVID & LYNN pp 660.02
REED, BETTY pp 866.75
REED, JEFFREY L. 326.35
REED, MATTHEW & DESIRAE 601.07
REYNOLDS, OLA 408.25
REYNOLDS, OLA 1,272.18
RICCIARDELLI, GINA MARIA 2,367.30
RICE HEIRS OF, SCOTT J. 1,023.97
ROBBINS, WILLIAM L JR 1,197.30
ROBERGE, BETH A 2,187.74
ROBERGE, BETH A 132.76
ROBICHAUD & K. R. AMES, NICOLE 1,362.82
ROBINSON, ROLAND R JR & CATHY J pp 302.92
ROBSHAW, JEFFREY & GERALD HEATH 407.16
ROCKWELL ET AL, CHARLENE M. 474.53
RUCKER, EMELY 715.10
SAMPSON, TIMOTHY & GLORIA 1,070.47
SANBORN, JOANNE , ET ALS 528.37
SARGENT, SCOTT E & LEE A 2,634.22
SAUNDERS HEIRS OF, MERLE 1,250.34
SAUNDERS, HEIRS OF PARKER 392.65
SAUNDERS, ROY B. 1,469.21
SCULLY, BEVERLY TAYLOR 128.70
SEE, DANIEL & NANCY 1,762.02
SHUTE, EDWARD 3,350.41
SILVA, CHRISTOPHER & A.CHAMBERS 1,198.70
SKINNER JR, JOHN & KELLY M 956.44
SKINNER JR, JOHN & KELLY M 45.08
SMITH, KIMBERLY A. 369.10
SMITH, KIMBERLY A. 161.77
SMITH, MARTHA & RICHARD pp 621.99
SMITH, NORMAN 1,711.32
SMITH, RICHARD & DANIEL 8.89
SNOWMAN, BRUCE & GLORIA A pp 1,753.89
SNOWMAN, CHRISTOPHER E 774.07
SOPER, DENNIS A. 516.67
SOPER, LYNN 342.89
SOPER, MARY pp 592.35
SOPER, MARY 736.79
SPOHRER, DAWN S 3,261.80
SPRAGUE, VALERIE J & RICHARD D 1,075.31
SPRATT, HEIRS OF PAULINE 1,873.56
SPURLING, DAVID pp 459.48
STEELE, MOLLY ORCUTT 1,834.72
STUBBS, JUDITH 868.14
STUBBS, JUDITH 757.79
TAYLOR, WILLIAM A & BONNIE J 723.22
TAYLOR, WILLIAM A. 1,999.61
THIBODEAU, GLORIA pp 138.96
THIBODEAU, GLORIA pp 1,000.00
THIBODEAU, GLORIA 554.11
THIBODEAU, GLORIA 466..91
THIBODEAU, GLORIA 1,174.99
THOMPSON, CHARLES 106.55
TOCHTERMAN, SHAUN & JENNIFER 102.96
TORREY, SAMUEL & S,NEVELLS pp 170.00
TOWER, DANIEL T. 1,363.91
VARNUM, BARBARA 2,047.50
VEAZIE, THOMAS O. 1,353.14
VEAZIE, THOMAS O. pp 610.01
VEILLEUX, JOSEPH 375.65
WATSON, DONNALEE 1,248.47
WELLS, CYNTHIA 1,335.36
WILBUR, JOHN R.W. 397.02
WILKINSON, JOANNE & JOHN G 1,794.47
WINTERS, ROBERT & LISA 889.20
WOLF, WILBUR E & DONNA E pp 274.86
WOTTON-DRAKE, LISA L. 2,216.60
TOWER, DANIEL T. 1,543.78
Unpaid Tax Liens as of 12/31/10 - 2009
AMES, RICHARD F & STEPHEN B 383.82
ATWOOD, TRAVIS W. 736.21
BAKER, HEIRS OF DAVIS III 38.46
BILLINGS, M. MICHAEL 222.12
BLOOD, CLIFTON L. 109.07
BOWDEN, SCOTT 147.55
BOWLEY, JOSEPH W 224.10
BURGESS, ROBERT E. 385.62
BURRILL, EDWARD JR 286.11
CARLISLE, MARY S. 823.67
CARLISLE, NICOLE A. 976.34
CHAMBERLAND, WILLIAM 1,335.49
CLARK, MICHALE & C. THOMAS 2,233.86
CLEMENT, NORMAN 1,586.25
COGSWELL, BARBARA 122.93
COOMBS, EILEEN 100.13
COOMBS, WESTLY O JR & ANGELA 2,852.46
COTE, LOUIS G. & DEBRA R. 1,487.17
COTE, VALERIE R 1,432.70
CRAIG-GREEN, LAURENCE 518.04
DEJOY & M DUMONT, DALE J 1,010.37
DESROSIERS, FRANCIS ET ALS 618.20
DIAMOND STAR PROPERTIES LLC 652.92
DOKKA, MICHELLE R. 2,449.20
DYER, HARRY 368.11
EATON & MARION GRAY, PENELOPE 261.35
ELDRIDGE, DONALD II & WANDA 425.38
GASPAR, RICHARD & T. DILDA 1,044.94
ENTEGRITY WIND SYSTEMS INC 1,265.67
FORTIER, ROBERT CHARLES 507.85
GASPAR & T DILDA, RICHARD 961.89
GEORGE, ALFRED F 122.93
GEORGE, ALFRED F 79.57
GERRY, SHAWN & PAULA 363.56
GRAY, ARTHUR & EDYTHE 926.78
GRAY, WALTER 1,026.31
GRAY, WAYNE A 968.95
HANDY, ROBERT & STACY 783.59
HANSOCOM, SCOTT 116.67
HARRIMAN, ROBERT E & BELINDA J. 1,777.87
HOPKINS, KEVIN 501.54
HOYT, DAVID 2522.41
NORRIS, JOSEPH 1,537.38
OAK HILL OWNERS ASSOC. 739.19
ODONNELL, ALLEN 56.41
OLDFIELD, FREDERICK & PATRICIA 86.87
PERKINS, HEIRS OF GEORGE 519.12
PERKINS, INGRID H. 858.24
PERKINS, INGRID H. 1,734.81
PRICE & A LEACH, CHERYL 1,858.92
RICCIARDELLI, GINA MARIA 2,261.07
SAUNDERS HEIRS OF, MERLE 1,143.58
SCULLY, BEVERLY TAYLOR 122.93
SKINNER, JR, JOHN & KELLY M 882.97
SKINNER JR, JOHN & KELLY M 43.06
SAMPSON, TIMOTHY 828.20
JOHNSON II, BENJAMIN 64.96
JOHNSON, BENJAMIN II & JENNIFER 825.91
JONES, COLIN K 2,199.84
KEENE, GORDON C. 458.05
KELLEY, RICHARD D & HENRIETTA S. 1,514.44
LAMBERT LIVING TRUST 332.57
LAMBERT LIVING TRUST 1,064.90
LAVOIE HEIRS OF, PETER JR 69.33
LEWIS, HERBERT E. JR. 153.32
LINKEL, SUZANNE L. & GUY J. 1,426.43
MORRIS, LINDA J. 1,126.94
SMITH, KIMBERLY 39.39
SMITH, NORMAN 1,634.53
SNOWMAN, CHRISTOPHER E 653.54
STEELE, MOLLY ORCUTT 1,721.84
VEILLEUX, JOSEPH 358.79
WELLS, CYNTHIA 1,275.44
WOTTON-DRAKE, LISA L. 2,117.14
Unpaid Tax Liens as of 12/31/10 - 2008
Unpaid Sewer Bills of 12/31/10
BLOOD, CLIFTON L. 1,200.00
DEANS, ARTHUR W & LAURIE A 4,069.20
DORR, LORI S 2,529.11
HAYES, JOHN L. 4,040.00
KEENE, GORDON C. 3,780.00
LADD, JOHN & JESSICA 153.88
MILLS, ANDREW & JAMES 233.45
MURCH, DAVID & CYNTHIA 625.49
NORRIS, JOSEPH 272.86
SMITH, NORMAN 2,790.00
STEVENSON, JODY L. 1,989.97
YORK, TOBY 1,057.94
ATWOOD, TRAVIS 597.74
BOWDEN, SCOTT 90.04
BOWLEY, JOSEPH W 184.99
ENTEGRITY WIND SYSTEMS INC 1,150.79
HARRIMAN, ROBERT E & BELINDA J. 576.36
OAK HILL OWNERS ASSOC. 610.20
Millbrook Inn - East Orland
Greeting to all Orland community Members.
This year has been a challenge for the few, but strong
willing volunteers who continue to dedicate their time for the
Town of Orland’s recreation programs. As with any
organization, it is the volunteer efforts that represent its
success. The future of the Orland Consolidated School is at
this time uncertain, but it is imperative for the Recreation
Department’s future to have more involvement.
Our programs have been greatly supported by our
community members in Orland, Bucksport, Penobscot,
Prospect and Verona! It is wonderful to see the surrounding
towns coming to Orland with their children. It gives the
Recreation Department encouragement to continue to
provide these important activities for all.
Our programs include a fall soccer program for PreK-
4, a January basketball for boys and girl’s basketball in
grades PreK-4, with open gym for Grades 5-8, Spring T-ball
for grades K-2, and Spring Farm League for ages 8-12. Each
program’s enrollment was over 50 children joining in. Our
Winter Basketball program had over 100 sign up!!
As always, the volunteers focus is on the children and
giving them an opportunity to gain that “self-esteem” and
confidence to go to the next level. As our President and
dedicated coach Ed Hatch states – “We’re here for the kids!”
Our cost for each program is still a $10.00 fee, to
cover our costs for a t-shirt, certificate or some type of
recognition to each and every child.
I would personally like to thank Ed Hatch for his
dedication, and the countless hours, mostly his Saturday
mornings 8:00am to 12:00 noon. that he has given to make
our recreation programs successful.
If anyone would wish to join the recreation depart-
ment or has any ideas for activities you’d like to propose,
please let us know!!
Respectfully submitted,
Jean Sargent, Treasurer
Orland Recreation Department 2010
The society had a successful year with interesting speak-
ers and a new meeting site. First, we would like to express
our gratitude to the Town of Orland for its continued
support. This money is used to maintain the museum, pay the
insurance and related expenses.
Equally important to us is the use of the fire department’s
meeting room, which they so generously allow us to use.
We find it very conducive for our meetings and especially so
for our speakers. We want the Fire Department to know that
we truly appreciated the use of the hall.
We welcomed several new members and hope that more
of you will join us in the upcoming year.
Roger Wood, chairman for presentations did an excellent
job. Speakers this season: were Bob and Betty Thurston who
shared their experiences as Peace Corp volunteers; Christo-
pher Glass who spoke on the architecture of many older
Maine Homes; Jane Tannehill who brought part of her button
collection, which she has been collecting since childhood
and Roger Wood who shared his collection of milk bottles
and a brief history of the diary farms of Maine.
Orland Historical Society 2010
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Jane Tannehill
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Thanks for extended to our officers: Letha Wood, Secre-
tary, Jo Ann Carlson, Treasurer and Roger Wood, Vice
President for their work and dedication.
If you have suggestions for a speaker please contact
Roger Wood at 469- 3354.
The Wardwell family property, a gift to the Historical
Society, has been surveyed and the deed transferred. The site
is adjacent to the parking lot of the Post Office in the village.
During the summer Don and Joyce Nelson of Shady Oaks
Campgrounds hosted a bean supper, which was very success-
ful. Thanks to all who cooked and worked to make this a
successful venture, including all the campers who assisted.
The winter gathering was held at the home of Roger and
Letha Wood.
We look forward to having you join us in the spring re-
member you are welcome to attend and hear our speakers at
any meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy Wasson
President
E.O. Sugden
Spring came a little early in 2010 and the fishway at the
Orland dam was open March 12. The splash boards were
installed at the Alamoosook dam on March 16 compared to
May 3rd last year. The town alewife trap was in place by
April 1st and by April 12th, the first alewives were spotted
below the dam in the fishway at the Orland dam. On April
27th, 120 bushels of alewives had been caught. May 3rd and
4th saw 578 bushels caught and sold. The run continued
well into the end of May; as many fish were seen at both the
Alamoosook and Toddy dams.
We continue to have problems with those pesky beavers
as they enjoy plugging up the Toddy and Orland fishway
almost every night. We had to call the Verso mill to open up
the big gate three feet at Toddy to flush out the stream
between Toddy and Alamoosook due to low water levels and
many fish unable to pass through.
We also had problems with poachers during the run at
both Alamoosook and Toddy. Several large totes were found
in the bushes at Toddy and disposed of. Signs are posted at
all the dams telling folks that it is illegal to dip alewives, but
it continues to be a minor problem.
The town trap was removed on June 15th per state
regulation. The total bushels netted was 1780, just a few
bushels more than last year. The town’s share of the money
earned was 20% of the total or $4,628.00.
The alewives sold at $13.00 per bushel. Jake Sutherland
Orland Fish Committee 2010
Fish in pool below
bridge at Toddy dam,
June 2010
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Once again, a big thank you to Ed, Ralph, Connie, Suzanne,
the Assessors, my Planning Board and Board of Appeals and
Gerry Guse. They make my job easier.
A reminder that all construction in the Shoreland Zone
(within 250’ from the shore), commercial structures and sub-
divisions need a permit. Please contact me at 469-3186 for
building applications, forms or information. My office hours
are 2 - 4 pm, Wednesdays at the town office. You may also
call me at home at 326-4766.
Respectfully Submitted,
Judith Jenkins, CEO
Report of the
Code Enforcement Officer
To the Citizens of the Town of Orland:
There were 33 permits issued by the CEO in the
shoreland zone as follows:
New Residences & camps 4 Garages, Barns, Boathouses 1
Residence Additions 7 Decks and Porches 3
Rip Rap 2 Sheds 1
Cutting and Clearing 2 Driveway and Culverts 3
Docks, Piers, Ramps, Floats 6 Steps to Shore 2
Commercial Rebuild Structure 1 Infirmary 1
received $18,512.00 after paying the town 20% of the total
profit, but before he included his expenses.
Thanks, again to Wes Shute at Verso Paper, who main-
tains the dams. Thank you to the members of the Fish
Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Mushrall, Chair
For Committee Members:
Philip Whitney
Eugene Churchill
Peter Robshaw
Margaret Hanscom
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Application Procedures
In order to provide information to anyone who is planning a
project (new or old) in Orland, outlined is a brief description of
those permits, which may be required. Unless otherwise noted,
applications are available at the Town Office. A $5.00 fee is
charged for copies of any of the ordinances.
SITE PLAN REVIEW PERMIT: This permit is required for all
development proposals for establishment, alterations, or
substantial enlargements of commercial, retail, industrial,
institutional buildings and multiple family dwellings consisting of
three or more units. Permit approval must be obtained from the
Planning Board. A fee is charged.
SUBDIVISION REVIEW PERMIT: Subdivision review is
required whenever three or more units are developed or any one
lot is divided three or more times in any five-year period.
Approval for a subdivision must be obtained from the Planning
Board. The application fee is dependent upon the number of units
or lots.
SHORELAND ZONING PERMIT: This permit must be obtained
by anyone who proposes to construct, modify, enlarge, or change
the use of any building located within 250’ of the shoreline or any
other area as designated on the official shoreland zoning map,
which is located at the Town Office. This permit must also be
obtained by anyone who proposes any changes to the land, such as
clearing, erosion control, etc. within those designated areas. Per-
mits are issued either by the Code Enforcement Officer or the
Planning Board. The Code Enforcement Officer makes the
determination as to who issues the permit. Whenever a shoreland
zoning permit is requested for a new or expanded building, a copy
of a plumbing permit must be attached to the application.
FLOOD HAZARD AREA PERMIT: This permit must be
obtained by anyone who plans to construct, relocate, replace,
enlarge, or modify any building which is located in the Special
Flood Hazard area as designated by the National Flood Insurance
Act of 1968, such map being located at the Town Office. The
Code Enforcement Officer issues this permit.
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PLUMBING PERMIT: This permit must be obtained by anyone
who is going to do any type of plumbing either on the interior or
exterior of a new or existing building. The permit must be
obtained from the Plumbing Inspector. A permit fee is charged
and the amount depends on the number of fixtures, which will be
installed. Once the permit has been obtained and the work com-
pleted, the Inspector must be notified so that he can inspect the
work done. Plumbing permits are valid for twenty-four months
after issuance. If a plumbing permit is being requested for the pur-
poses of installing a subsurface disposal system, the applicant will
be required to obtain the services of a certified soils scientist to
design the system prior to seeking the permit. The Plumbing
Inspector can be contacted for suggested names of certified soils
scientists who serve the Orland area.
HIGHWAY ENTRANCE PERMIT: This permit must be
obtained by anyone who is proposing to construct any driveway
entrance or approach within the right of way of any town road.
This is also true if the grade or location of any existing driveway
entrance will be changed. Applications are obtained from the
Road Commissioner. A similar permit has to be obtained from the
Department of Transportation if the new entrance is proposed
within a state owned right of way.
ELECTRICAL SERVICE FORM: Anyone who is planning to
install a new electrical service will be required by the utility
company to obtain a signed form from the Code Enforcement
Officer indicating that the property on which the improvements
are to be made is not in violation of subdivision requirements and
a shoreland zoning permit has been obtained if required. There is
no fee for this permit. Application forms may be obtained from
the utility company.
WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES PERMIT:
This permit is required for the location, construction and
expansion of wireless telecommunication facilities. Permit
approval must be obtained from the Planning Board.
NOTE: The above is solely informational and is not meant to represent any
ordinance or state law in its entirety. Other state and federal regulation may
apply to the same project. It is your obligation to obtain all other necessary per-
mits before commencing work.
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Report of the
Orland Planning Board
The year 2010 brought activity equal to 2009 for the
Planning Board. Projects approved were five site plan
reviews, one site plan review to change Soper’s Market to
new owners and several shoreland zoning reviews that were
passed onto the Code Enforcement Officer to issue permits
and necessary paperwork. Fees collected were $182.40.
The shoreland zoning map updating has been worked on
all year; however, it is not complete.
The Board has seen several changes in its members in
2010. Nancy Wasson, Roger Wood and Michael Bishop
were appointed members of the Board; while Kristin Cook
and Clayton Duplessis moved to be alternate members.
The most time-consuming activity in 2010 was the prepa-
ration of a wind energy facility ordinance for the Town of
Orland. The Board held many extra work meetings, trips to
other towns that were also writing ordinances, as well as a
trip to see a working system. The Board started with a State
of Maine example ordinance and added or deleted some
items. With the assistance of the Hancock County Planning
Commission, and with review from the Town’s attorney, the
plan was completed at the December 6, 2010 meeting.
Public hearings will take place in February 2011, with a
special town meeting to vote on the ordinance to be held
March 15, 2011. A wind energy facility ordinance will give
the town a say...no ordinance will not.
Have a good year and keep smiling in these difficult
times.
Respectfully submitted
Millard Clement,
Chairman of the Planning Board
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Selectmen and Citizens of Orland:
This year was a busy year with lots of complaints. I
handled 30 complaints in 2010. The complaints ranged
from barking dogs to animal trespass. With no state law
under the animal welfare regulations against barking dogs,
a town ordinance is necessary to pursue barking dog
problems. Orland does have a provision for barking dogs
in their ordinance. In order to enforce this ordinance, the
person making the complaint will have to make it in writing
and be willing to testify in court.
A change to the animal trespass law allows a summons
to be issued on the first complaint now; not waiting or
giving an owner 12 hours to remove trespassing animals
anymore. Animal trespass only applies to livestock and
does not apply to dogs or cats.
Please make sure to get your pets vaccinated against
rabies and make sure your dogs are licensed with the Town
Clerk’s office.
Feel free to contact me with any questions at 469-3969
or via email at fire4utec@aol.com.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. Gross, Animal Control Officer
Calls for 2010
Report of the Animal Control Officer
Dogs at Large 5 Animal Trespass 2
Missing Cats 15 Wildlife Complaints 3
Animal Cruelty 4 Dogs hit by cars 1
Total Complaints 30
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Proposed projects for 2011
Road Maintenance Account
 Gilpin Road shim road $ 20,000.00
 Back Ridge Road phase 2 of 3
Hot top $113,000.00
 Old County Road shim road $ 20,000.00
 Hatchery Road final phase
Hot top $ 80,000.00
 All Roads - general maintenance, repair,
re-ditching, culvert replacement $ 67,000.00
Total $300,000.00
Special Road Account
 Hatchery Road 3rd & final phase
Gravel, cut trees and hot top $ 45,000.00
Total $ 45,000.00
Special Road Account
Appropriation: $45,000.00
Hot top - Hatchery Road $45,000.00
Balance $0.00
Report of the Road Commissioner
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Expeditures
One Ton & 7 yd Truck 8239.41
12-18 yd Trucks, Tractor & Pulp Truck 24,348.82
Excavators 22,000.83
Bulldozer 2,528.54
Chipper 560.00
Grader 3,062.93
Loader 767.67
Lowbed 345.00
Roller 2,150.00
Sweeper 1,660.00
3/4” –2” Stone 862.00
6” Rock & Rip Rap 2,900.00
Stone Dust 28.00
1”-6” Gravel 37,610.50
Loam 36.00
Grindlings 1,800.00
Flowable Fill 210.00
Concrete 211.00
Grade stakes 40.00
Hay & Seed 83.00
Seed 25.00
Rebar & Pipe 140.00
Chainsaw and Labor 1,760.00
Flaggers 1200.00
Labor 6437.50
Total $118,981.20
Road Maintenance Account
Appropriation: $300,000.00
FEMA credit $ 1,830.69
Expenditures: Wardwell Construction & Trucking
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Winter Road Account
Appropriation: $216,000.00
2009 Carryover $34,318.10
Total $250,318.10
Expenditures:
Contract Plow/Sand Roads- Wardwell Construction 163,307.16
Harcros Salt 14,541.41
Ice Sand (Wardwell Construction) 28,947.64
Central Maine Power -Salt Shed Power 501.54
Total Expenditures: $214,293.41
Unexpended Balance $36024.59
International Salt 6,697.66
PDQ Door (Sand/Salt Storage Building) 242.00
White Signs ( no parking for winter) 56.00
Materials used:
Viking Lumber (Culverts) 7,684.99
White Signs (Road signs) 356.98
Hot top & labor (Gilpin Road) 3,108.00
Hot top & labor (Back Ridge Road) 46,988.52
Hot top & labor (Hatchery Road & Condon Hill) 33,818.88
Hot top & labor ( Johnson Road & Gilpin Road) 35,201.80
Lane Construction (Cold patch on various roads) 4,795.95
Lane Construction (Reclaiming Hatchery Road &
Back Ridge Road)
44,207.02
Thibodeau (Cold patch on various roads) 1,561.16
Steve Crawford (Mowing & Bushing) 2,032.78
Total Materials Used $179,756.08
Total Expenditures $298,737.28
Unexpended Balance $3,093.41
William F. Clark Richard D. Bishop
Sheriff Chief Deputy
Hancock County Sheriff’s Department
50 State Street, Suite 10
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
(207) 667-7575 Fax (207) 667-7516
TO THE RESIDENTS OF ORLAND, MAINE:
GREETINGS,
I am pleased to provide you with a summary of the events our Sheriff’s De-
partment was involved with in your town in 2009. Although most incidents were as a
result of citizens from your town calling for assistance or to report a crime, some, such
as the service of subpoenas, were initiated by our office. Also, remember this sum-
mary only reports those incidents we were involved in and does not include any activ-
ity by the Maine State Police.
Abandoned Vehicle 1 Fireworks 1
Ambulance/Med Asst. 2 Harassment 20
Animal Complaint 1 Information 23
Alcohol Offense 1 Intoxicated Person 3
Arrest Warrants 6 Juvenile Problem 3
Assault, simple 3 False Info or Report 1
Agency Assist 31 Littering/Pollution Problem 1
Attempted Suicide 1 Lost or Found Property 2
Attempt to Locate 1 Message Delivered 1
Aid to Motorist 2 Mental Health Issue 4
ATV Complaint 2 Motor Vehicle Accident 63
Burglary 8 Motor Vehicle Complaint 39
Citizen Dispute 6 Non-sufficient Funds Check 1
Citizen Assist 20 Probation/Parole Violation 1
Criminal Mischief 5 Robbery, Firearm, Street 1
Controlled Substance/Poss. 1 Serve Subpoena 30
Criminal Trespass 1 Special Detail 2
Civil Issue 1 Suspicion 28
Check Well Being 6 Serve Protection Order 9
Disorderly Conduct 5 Traffic Accidents 66
Domestic, Violence 10 Traffic Hazard 9
Drug Violation/Poss. 2 Threatening 4
DUI Alcohol or Drugs 7 Traffic Offense 11
False 911 Calls 7 Theft 20
False Alarms 12 Trespassing 8
Found Property 1 Underage Drinking Incidents 1
Fraud 2 Vandalism 7
Fatal Motor Vehicle Acc. 1 Violation of Bail Conditions 3
Harassment 9 Family Fight 4
Burglary 2 Noise Disturbance 1
Theft 10 Assist Other Agency 12
Fraud 4 Alarm (Business-Residence) 9
Bad Checks 2 Lost/Found Property 3
Property Damage 7 Information 10
Protective Order 1 Citizen Requested Assistance 10
Conditional Release Violation 2 Stranded Motorist 5
Discord Conduct 1 Attempt to Locate 2
Intoxication 1 Wrecker/Tow Request 2
DUI Liquor 3 911 Hang-up Calls 19
Operating After Suspension 4 Civil Problem 5
Traffic Offense Summons 1 K-9 Activity 3
Citizen Traffic Complaint 15 Criminal Arrest Warrants 4
Citizen Report of OUI 1 Paper Service (Attempts) 6
Traffic Accident 31 Suspicious Activity 15
Accident (Non-Reportable) 12 Trespassing 5
Detail 3 All Other 35
Mental Health 4 Total 263
To the Citizens of the Town of Orland:
The Maine State Police—Troop J would like to offer you a summary of
the incidents that the agency handled in your town throughout the 2010
year.
Report of the Fire Department
Greetings residents of Orland
After much hard work, planning, and saving, we were proud to
take delivery of a new KME pumper this past September. The new
truck replaces a 23 year old pumper that will be relegated to
forestry duty for the rest of its career.
Our new Pumper (Orland Engine 512) is a Kovatech Mobile
Equipment brand pumper on a Ford 750 chassis. The truck has an
onboard water tank carrying 1000 gallons of water, a 30 gallon
class A foam cell, and a 1250 Gallon per minute Hale fire pump.
Our 2000 Pierce pumper cost in excess of $190,000 when it
was new and was financed for several years. The new truck which
has the same capabilities 10 years later was purchased for 20,000
less ($170,000) but was also paid for without the need to finance
such a large amount; thereby saving the town money.
We were also, with the help of the selectmen, able to donate a
1986 converted military truck to the Frenchboro fire department.
This will be their only piece of apparatus to fight fires on the
island.
We were also able to upgrade part of the fire station heating
system last year. The 40 + year old hot air furnace which had an
efficiency rating in the 60-70% range was removed and replaced
with two new propane fired units with efficiency ratings in the 90-
95 % range.
We also had to replace several doors and install new locks after
the second break in as many years.
We currently have two members enrolled in firefighter I and II
class and they are due to finish this June
Home heating appliances and affiliated components are one of
the leading causes of fires in the home. We urge you to have your
chimney cleaned and inspected by a certified chimney professional
at least once a year. Insure that your heating appliance is properly
installed and maintained with appropriate clearances as per
manufacturer’s recommendations. In the past several years we
have responded to a number of fires started by woodstove ashes
which were disposed of improperly. When cleaning out your ashes
always use a metal container and immediately remove them from
your home and dispose of them in a safe place away from
buildings.
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When you call for help make sure we can find you quickly. We
are still finding unmarked residences and businesses. Please post
your house number so it can be seen easily from either direction
from the road. Use numbers large and clear enough to be easily
read from a responding vehicle and contrasting in color to the
background and/or reflective. If you have questions or need help
posting your house number please call us.
We hope that everyone in town has working smoke detectors in
their homes. We often find however that some folks neglect to
keep fresh batteries in their detectors or have no detectors at all. If
you or anyone you know needs help checking, purchasing or in-
stalling smoke detectors please contact us at the fire department.
We will be glad to see that you get the help you need.
Contact information for the department is as follows
Emergencies Fire, Ambulance, Police 911
Station business line 469-3079
Email ovfddispatch@aol.com
Respectfully submitted,
John Gray, Fire Chief
Structure fires in Orland 2
Mutual Aid to Bucksport 5
Mutual aid to Penobscot 1
Vehicle fire 1
Chimney fire 1
Wildland fires 6
Unauthorized burns 6
Storm related calls 8
Misc. service calls 12
Downed power lines 4
Boat responses 3
Fuel leak 1
Animal Rescue 1
Motor vehicle crash w/o injury 11
Motor vehicle crash w/o injury 18
Total responses 2010 80
Incidents 2010
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Fire Department Financial Report
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Utilities
CMP $ 1,438.24
Town of Orland sewer $ 300.00
Seacoast Security $ 693.00
Jeff Newbegin $ 260.00
Gary’s Fuel Service $ 2,889.50
Fairpoint Communications $ 1,169.17
Helen Drisko $ 495.00
subtotal $ 7,244.91
Supplies and Equipment
Bucksport True Value $ 571.27
Admiral Fire & Safety $ 752.85
Banner City Graphics $ 425.00
Radio Shack $ 179.34
N.E.Emergency Apparatus LLC $ 449.19
Hamilton Marine $ 226.91
Community Pharmacy $ 41.09
Lab Safety Supply $ 123.02
Fire Programs $ 825.00
Wildfire $ 65.65
Battery.com $ 65.21
Hybrid Hazards Co. $ 90.00
Glick Fire Equipment $ 273.21
Cabella’s $ 45.69
Industrial Protection Services LLC $ 445.00
Allen Uniform $ 439.10
subtotal $ 5,424.55
CHIEF Supplies $ 185.38
Automotive Distributors, Inc. $ 221.64
Gas and Maintenance
Irving Oil Corporation $ 42.03
CN Brown $ 1,495.74
Browns Communication $ 569.44
Ramsdell’s $ 5998.81
EBS $ 120.28
Airtech Corp $ 422.80
Jeff Newbegin $ 167.00
Lowe’s $ 78.69
Industrial Protection Services LLC $ 2,749.04
Gary’s Fuel Service $ 8,359.48
Colwell Diesel $ 950.52
Dave’s Auto Repair $ 940.99
Gilman Electric $ 221.37
Gerry Guse $ 30.33
Stackpole Enterprises $ 3800.00
Car Quest $ 323.56
Scranton Comm. & Electronics $ 270.90
Guay Fire Equipment $ 87.00
subtotal $ 21,227.98
Miscellaneous
Food Training/Fires $ 697.65
Postage $ 135.57
Dues & Supplemental Insurance $ 2,093.35
Training $ 1,534.62
Station Supplies $ 724.33
Medical Expense $ 400.00
Salaries $ 3,600.00
subtotal $ 10,102.56
Fire Prevention $ 237.60
Tolls, Gas, lodging for Training $ 679.44
Grand Total $44,000
Money received from insurance claim added to warrant (not spent)
($3,449.99)
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Enrollment by Town:
Blue Hill 79, Brooklin 21, Brooksville 21, Castine 16, Hancock
2, Orland 13, Otis 1, Penobscot 28, Sedgwick 36, Surry 35,
International 33, AFS 3, Private 2, HCTC 8
George Stevens Academy Annual Report to the
Community
George Stevens Academy has served the local community for
more than two hundred years with tradition of academic and ex-
tracurricular excellence and community spirit that contributes
substantially to the unique character of this area. Founded in
1803 as Blue Hill Academy, George Stevens Academy is an in-
dependent school serving local publicly-funded students as well
as international and privately paid tuition students.
GSA’s comprehensive program of studies offers more than 100
course offerings each year in ten different departments taught by
experienced and dedicated teachers.
GSA Enrollment Boys Girls
Grade 9 37 24
Grade 10 41 37
Grade 11 30 45
Grade 12 35 49
143 155
Governance – Board of Trustees
Rob Clapp ’73, President, Blue Hill Deborah Brewster, Brooklin-
Daniel McGraw, Surry James Modisette, Penobscot
Melissa Mattes, Vice President, Sedgwick Patricia Gray ‘54, Blue Hill
Emil Andy, Treasurer, Blue Hill Margaret Hannah, Blue Hill-
Marion Morris, Brooklin Marjorie Olivari, Castine
James Henry, Clerk, Penobscot Eckley Herrick ’59, Blue Hill
Michael Astbury ’70, Blue Hill Susan Loomis, Castine
Brian van Emmerik, Sedgwick Stefan Brann, Orland
Deborah Ludlow ’79, Brooksville Frank Wanning, Blue Hill
Administration
George Stevens Academy welcomes community support and par-
ticipation. The Board of Trustees is involved in a planning proc-
ess to improve the program, support the staff, increase profes-
sional development, provide new buildings and renovate existing
facilities. Please contact Rob Clapp or call the GSA office if you
would like to be involved in any of our projects.
Bayard Brokaw, Head of School
Frederick Heilner, Business Manager
Rada Starkey, Director of Development
Libby Rosemeier, Dean of Students
Jane O’Connor, Assistant Head of School
James Murphy, Athletic Director
Sheryl Stearns, International Prog. Director
Trudy Bell, Director of Annual Giving
Martha Garfield, College & Voc. Counseling
Kathy Pelletier, Residential Life Director
Liffey Thorpe, Director of Communications
Finances
The State has set the maximum tuition rate for this year at
$9238.33. Our annual operating budget is $4,200,000. We
depend on a strong fund-raising effort to meet our expenses. In
FY2010 the Annual Fund raised $200,000 in unrestricted gifts
and $6,500,000 in restricted funds. The FY2011 goal is
$255,000 in unrestricted donations. Our ability to offer programs
and services not funded by the state tuition is a distinct
advantage of an independent school.
The Annual Fund is successful thanks to the many, generous
contributions of GSA’s alumni, parents & friends. In FY2010,
more than 500 donors contributed to this community school.
For up-to-date information about GSA, our programs, and
what’s happening on campus, visit our Web site at
www.georgestevensacademy.org. Thank you!
Bayard Brokaw
Head of School
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It gives me great pleasure to be writing to the citizens of
the Town of Orland as your superintendent of schools. I am
pleased to report the students of Orland are being well served by
the education provided by RSU 25. Notable achievements of the
past year are highlighted by the completion of the District’s Mis-
sion and Vision as well as a Strategic Plan. To achieve a major
portion of our Strategic Plan all schools have been in the process
of professional development activities designed to improve stu-
dent’s opportunity to learn.
Thanks to a recommendation and foundation work by
Healthy Bay Communities, Bucksport High School participated in
a successful Federal i3 Grant application with the Search Institute
of Minneapolis Minnesota. This four year grant will support our
efforts to improve graduation rates and student performance.
Another key curricular enhancement is the development of
an approved CTE welding program. Bucksport High School was
selected to institute a satellite program of the Hancock County
Technical Center and is hosting a two year welding program. This
partnership provides a focused technical program and allows
Bucksport High School to host tuition students from around Han-
cock County.
Looking forward to the upcoming year, as a district we
will be focusing on the implementation of a new K-6 grade mathe-
matics program. The implementation of a new math series will
provide consistent opportunity to learn for all district students, and
along with our continued focus on literacy acquisition, will
provide a strong foundation to improve student outcomes.
This past year has been challenging with the reduction of
general purpose aid for education requiring a number of adjust-
ments within our schools. One of the ways we were able to meet
the challenge was to move all middle school students to Bucksport
Middle School for the 2010-2011 school year. By capturing the
efficiencies of the Regional School Unit we were able to limit the
impact of the reduced State support on our local communities.
The future fiscal challenges will continue for the foreseeable
future and will best be met by continuing to maximize to efficien-
cies available within RSU 25.
I look forward to serving the Orland community and will
continue our efforts to make the school system the best we can for
the students and citizens of Orland and RSU 25.
Respectfully Submitted,
James Boothby, Superintendent of Schools
Superintendent’s Report
Report of the Orland Principal
Our second year as part of the RSU 25 School District
saw the Orland School’s middle grade levels, grade five to grade
eight students, transferred over to the Bucksport Middle School.
This left OCS with one-hundred and five (105) pre-k to grade 4
students, a part-time principal (60%), six classroom teachers,
one half-time special education teacher, one response to inter-
vention teacher, one educational technician, a part-time speech
teacher, a part-time guidance person, three part-time unified arts
personnel, a part-time nurse, one library monitor, a part-time
literacy coach, a part-time reading recovery teacher, two kitchen
personnel, two custodians, and one secretary.
Although the transition process created some questions
regarding positions and classroom reconfiguration, our full-time
classroom teachers at the OCS middle school level received po-
sitions throughout the RSU 25 School District. One OCS long-
termed teacher, Stephanie Redman, grade one, retired after many
years of professional dedication to the children of Orland. Long
time teacher, Robin Bray, grade 5 and grade 6, decided to retire
due to health reasons. Robin sent out a recent e-mail with the
positive news that she is doing well. Our very talented music
teacher, Andria Chase found a full-time music position at
Central High School in Corinth. Our support staff was provided
with job opportunities throughout the district, as well.
Aside from down-sizing our numbers, OCS is still the
caring, nurturing school that has made it such a positive environ-
ment over the years to learn in. Teachers, support staff,
students, and parents still have that wonderful inner glow that
tells us that all is well with the Orland School. Special events are
still a major part of the school scene. Our annual Thanksgiving
meal was well attended by parents, grandparents, and friends.
The Fall Fun Day was special as small groups of children
led by our fourth-grade students trooped from room to
room to participate in special educational and fun activi-
ties. The Christmas Concert played to a packed gymnasium
as our new music teacher, Willy Kelly, presented a won-
derful holiday show. Also, during the holiday season, the
OCS students raised over $700.00 that was donated to sup-
port the training of a guide dog that will assist disadvan-
tage people in leading more independent life styles. Add to
that numerous educational assemblies and field trips and
the students at OCS are being served very well.
From an academic standpoint, the OCS students are doing
quite fine. NECAP assessments have replaced the MEA’s. Our
third and fourth grade students are making AYP (Annual Yearly
Progress). During this past fall’s NECAP’s, 77 per cent of our
students were proficient in reading and 63 per cent were proficient
in math. Other assessments that students are taking to determine
their academic skill development include the NWEA (Northwest
Evaluation Association) for grade 4, CPAA (Children’s Progress
Academic Assessment) for grades k to grade 3. In reading, the
Fountas and Pinnell assessments take place three times per year.
Every student is assessed in the fall, winter, and spring to deter-
mine where they are in their reading skill level. All of these
assessments are tools to inform the teachers where students are
and what academic skill areas need more concentration. Students
that are not meeting grade level benchmarks in reading and math
receive tier one classroom interventions. Tier one support contin-
ues until the students reaches grade level benchmarks or it is deter-
mined that additional intervention is required. The tier two support
(out-of-classroom intervention) along with regular class support
continues as long as the student is making progress or meets grade
level benchmarks. If the student fails to show progress or suffi-
cient gains with tier two support, an intensive, assessment based
intervention is put in place of longer duration. This is the tier three
program that focuses intensely on the individual. Throughout all
three levels, the student’s progress is monitored through data
analysis of assessments and classroom observation. Behavior
intervention steps are in place at every grade level, as well.
What is in store for the Orland Consolidated School’s
2011/2012 school year is not known at this time. However, with
adequate funding from the State always a question mark and RSU
25’s shrinking enrollment the future may not be very bright for
OCS. Whatever the future holds, you can be proud of the long-
standing excellent education record that the Orland Consolidated
School has provided for the children of Orland. As always, I’m
honored to be a small part of this wonderful school and the ser-
vices it has provided. This is my seventeenth year at OCS, seven
as the Physical Education teacher and the Athletic Director and ten
as the Principal. I can truly say that I’ve enjoyed every year, the
challenges and successes, the students, the staff, and the commu-
nity. I thank you all for the tremendous support through those sev-
enteen years.
Respectfully Submitted,
Ivan Braun, Principal
ENROLLMENT RSU #25
2009/10
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Bucksport High School
Allain-Winchester Jennifer Special Education Teacher
Ames Janet Educational Technician I Sped
Audibert Cara Physical Education Teacher
Audibert Cara Health Teacher
Bertrand M. Holly Art Teacher
Bridges Johanna Foreign Languages Teacher
Bunting Philip Custodian
Carmichael Michelle School Nurse
Clark Josefine Foreign Languages Teacher
Clifford Dan Assistant Principal
Clifford Dan Athletic Director
Cloutier Robert English Teacher
Coakley Rachyl Ed Tech III-SPED
Coleman Katie Special Education Teacher
Conner Brenda Ed Tech I-SPED
Cowing Michael Math Teacher
Craven Dolores Educational Technician II Sped
Cunningham Laura Ed Tech I-SPED
Doar Robert Principal
Doll Doris Special Education Teacher
Doughty Bruce School-to-Work Teacher
Downing Nicole Special Education Teacher
Ewing Benjamin Science Teacher
Gallant Eric Technology Education Teacher
Glanville Elizabeth Educational Technician II Sped
Grindle Michelle Math Teacher
Grindle Ruth Educational Technician I RtI
Hatch Edward Physical Education Teacher
Hornblower Steven Custodian
Jergenson Teri Science Teacher
Jones Christopher Social Studies Teacher
Kamann Ronald Ed Tech III-SPED
Knox Sandy Educational Technician III Sped
Lane Megan Guidance Counselor
Laplant Kim Teacher-Library
Lenor Mary Secretary
Leonard Stephen Custodian
MacLeod Katie Guidance Counselor
Maguire Angela Food Service
Mannette John Science Teacher
McHale Tracey Secretary
Michaud-Smith Denise Science Teacher
Morrison Emily English Teacher
Morrison Matt English Teacher
Mytar Mary Anne English Teacher
Neslusan Mark Music Teacher
Pelletier Breanne English Teacher
Pelletier Joel Technology Education Teacher
Pelletier Samantha Food Service
Perez Sharon Educational Technician II Sped
Rawcliffe Heather Grade K-12 Social Worker
Robinson Laurie Guidance Secretary
Sankey Joel Social Studies Teacher
Saucier Heather Educational Technician III
Seidl Carolyn Ed Tech III-SPED
Sheehan Carol EducationalTechnician I Sped
Smith Amanda Sp. Ed. Van Driver
Smith Geraldine Library Educational Technician
Smith Pam Ed Tech III-SPED
Townsend Elizabeth Special Education Teacher
Tracy Bill Social Studies Teacher
Tripp Josh Math Teacher
Webster Cora Food Service
White Dianne Educational Technician III Sped
White Kenneth Maintenance Worker
White Virginia Science Teacher
Winslow Aaron Math Teacher
Adams Michelle Ed Tech II-SPED
Birmingham Suzanne Music Teacher
Bowden Jennifer Interpreter Trainee Sp. Ed.
Boynton Heather Food Service
Braun Ivan Athletic Director
Bucksport Middle School
Carrier Charlotte Grade 5-6 Looping Teacher
Carter Michael Physical Education Teacher
Cohen Pamela Educational Technician II Sped
Coombs Stacy Educational Technician II Sped
Cooper Carol Grade 5 Teacher
Craven Ian Gr. 8 Social Studies Teacher
DeRedin Gloria Grades 5-8 Health Teacher
El-Hajj Ellen Spec. Ed. Evaluator
Fiveland Leslee Foreign Language Teacher
Flood Shannon Educational Technician III Sped
Frost Lori Physical Education Teacher
Garcelon Michael Special Education Teacher
Gauvin Belinda Grade 7 Social Studies Teacher
Gomm Stephanie Custodian-Building
Gormley Sue Grade 5 Teacher
Gray Barbara Educational Technician - RtI
Hallowell Gail Library Educational Technician
Haney Jane Grade 6 Teacher
Harriman Sheryl Educational Technician III Sped
Jandreau Tom Principal
Kelly Donna Mental Health Clinician
Kenny Melinda Grade 8 Math Teacher
Kettell Sabrina Educational Technician III Sped
Krichels Stephen Special Education Teacher
Landmesser Shirley Educational Technician III Sped
MacEwen Marion Ed Tech III-SPED
Maguire Cindy Food Service
Marks Andrea Special Education Teacher
Melanson Philip Custodian
Merriam Traci Grade 5 Teacher
Millett Janis Food Service
Murray Marilyn Special Education Teacher
Nielsen Suzzi Ed Tech III-Title 1 (Math)
O'Donnell Sheila Educational Technician III Sped
Olson Leah Art Teacher
Patterson Grace Grade 8 Language Arts Teacher
Pelletier Stan Guidance
Raymond Rella Grade 5 Teacher
Redman Glenn Food Service Director
Ritter Marianne Grade 6 Teacher
Robinson Herb Educational Technician III Sped
Sanborn Marlee Food Service
Sargent Deborah Secretary
Shields Barbara Educational Technician II Sped
Skala Jen Grade 7 Science Teacher
Small Deana Speech
Smith Evelyn Custodian
Smith Lorrie Secretary
Valenoti Robert Grade 7 Math Teacher
Webb Glenn Educational Technician III Sped
West Darcy Grade 7 English Teacher
Williams A. Wesley Grade 8 Science Teacher
Williams Christine Grade 6 Teacher
Woods Tara Special Education Teacher
Youcis Deb Teacher-Literacy Coach
Central Office
Almquist Ellen
Curriculum/Staff Development
Coordinator
Boothby James Superintendent
Clarke Asst. SE Director/ESL/504
Cottrell Bob Educational Technician III
Daigle Robert Technology Assistant
Dunbar Candace Office Manager
Geagan Kim Secretary
Lamoreau Susan Special Education Director
Lisnik Frank Technology Assistant
Marston Jane Central Office Secretary
Moulton Gary Maintenance Supervisor
Robinson Cheryl Bookkeeper
Spinazola Joe Technology Coordinator
Wardwell Helen Curriculum Secretary
Wentworth Sue Human Resources
Pelletier Mae Kindergarten Teacher
Peters Cheryl Kindergarten Teacher
Pirie Tammy Ed Tech III-RtI
Pollard Jerriann Kindergarten Teacher
Pelletier Kathy Adult Education Secretary
Osborne Vickie Adult Ed. Secretary
Murphy Ellen Food Service
Miles Lane School
Andrews Kathy Speech
Appleby Christy Educational Technician II Sped
Atwood Debora Food Service
Barrett Dianna Grade 3 Teacher
Bickford Bickford School Nurse
Bridges Bridges Educational Technician I Sped
Brown Alice Special Education Teacher
Clement Larry Physical Education Teacher
Contois Bobbi Educational Technician II Sped
Cook Sarah Ed Tech III-SPED
Cressey Josephine Grade 2 Teacher
Daily Doris Secretary
Darveau Gail Custodian
Jewett School
Allen Karen
Occupational Therapist Aide
(C.O.T.A./L)
Allen Shelley OT K-12 Contracted
Bartley Cathy Educational Technician I Sped
Brann Diane Educational Technician III Sped
Cuskelly Mary Health Coordinator
Deans-Kelley Sheri Custodian
Eberhardt William Special Education Teacher
Harriman Heather Kindergarten Teacher
Lozier Judy Secretary-Building
Maguire-Gray Elizabeth Educational Technician II Title I
Murauckas Leslie Adult Education Director
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Littlefield Ethelyn Ed Tech III-Title 1 (NCLB)
Littlefield Ethelyn Grade 2 Teacher - 1/2 time
Marble Marcelle Principal
McKnight LauraLee Multiage Grades 1-3 Teacher
Mercer Brenda School Nurse
Murauckas Jennifer Grade 1 Teacher
Mushrall Karen Educational Technician III Sped
Nason Jeannine Secretary
Oliver Brynn Literacy Coach
Parker Cindy COTA Aide
Redman Lynn Grade 4 Teacher
Reynolds Amanda Speech
Roi Sherri Food Service
Sawtelle Carrow Ricia Educational Technician III Sped
Searles Joanna Speech
Simko Bonnie Reading Recovery Teacher
Simpson Meagan Educational Technician III RtI
Small Lesley Food Service
Smith Meghan Ed Tech III-SPED
Taylor Erin Educational Technician III Sped
LaLonde Milissa Grade 4 Teacher
Lacher Kimberly Library Educational Technician
Koester Maryanne Grade 1 Teacher
Kennedy Rebecca Grade 2 Teacher - 1 yr. Repl.
Jones Marilyn Multiage Grades 1-3 Teacher
Jones Margaret Art Teacher
Harvey Bridgette Educational Technician I Sped
Gould Kirsten Grade 1 Teacher
Frecker Joanne Grade 2 Teacher
Ferrell Sylvia Multiage Grades 1-3 Teacher
Eberhardt Katherine Special Education Teacher
Denis Kathleen Speech Asst.
Day Kathryn Guidance
Orland Consolidated School
Babb Linda Art Teacher
Blank Deb Nurse
Braun Ivan Grades K-4 Principal
Bray Heather Food Service
Frost Frost Physical Education Teacher
Harriman Belinda Educational Technician III
Haseltine Pam Grade 4 Teacher
Kelly Music Teacher
Koelbl Christian Grade 1 Teacher
Lanpher Karen Educational Technician I
Levesque Barbara Kindergarten Teacher
Malenfant Mike Custodian
Marancik Ann Grade 3 Teacher
McElroy Meg Special Education Teacher
Milan Vicki Grade Pre-K Teacher
Sargent Jean Secretary
Searles Joanna Speech
Swazey Terry Ed Tech III-RtI
Open Custodian
Wight Linda Grade 2 Teacher
Thomas Carrie Grade 2 Teacher
Valenoti Debbie Educational Technician II Sped
Ward Clara Custodian
Wardell Joni Grade 4 Teacher
Webb Charlene Grade 1 Teacher
Wight Gail Grade 4 Teacher
Worden Kendall Grade 4 Teacher
Zdrojowy Beth Music Teacher
Zdrojowy Beth Custodian
WARRANT AND NOTICE OF ELECTION
TO CALL REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT NO. 25 REFERENDUM
(20-A M.R.S. §1512)
TO: Jane Marston, a resident of Regional School Unit No.25 com-
posed of the Towns of Bucksport, Orland, Prospect and Verona Island,
State of Maine.
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby ordered to serve upon
the municipal clerk of the Town of Orland, an attested copy of this war-
rant and notice of election. Service shall be in hand within three (3) days
of the date of this warrant and notice of election. The municipal clerk of
the Town shall immediately notify the municipal officers, who shall post
the following warrant and notice of election:
TOWN OF ORLAND
REGIONAL SCHOOL UNIT REFERNDUM
WARRANT AND NOTICE OF ELECTION
Hancock, ss. State of Maine
TO: Connie Brown, Town clerk of Orland: you are hereby required in
the name of the State of Maine to notify the voters of this municipality of
the election described in this warrant and notice of election.
TO THE VOTERS OF ORLAND:
You are hereby notified that a referendum election will be held
at the Orland Town Office, 25 School House Road in the Town of Orland
at 8:00 A.M. on May 9, 2011 for the purpose of determining the follow-
ing articles:
Article 1A: To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Article 1: Do you favor authorizing the School Board of Regional
School Unit no. 25 to close the Orland Consolidated
School?
The additional cost of keeping the school open has
been estimated by the School Board of Regional
School Unit No. 25 to be $328,399.20.
The voting on Article 1 shall be by secret ballot referendum.
The polls will be opened immediately after the election of the Moderator
following commencement of the meeting at 8:00 A.M. and closed at 8:00
P.M.
The Registrar of Voters will hold office hours while the polls
are open to correct any error in or change a name or address on the voting
list; to accept the registration of any person eligible to vote and to accept
new enrollments.
A person who is not registered as a voter may not vote in any
election.
Salmon Boats, c. 1871—1875
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To Robert Mushrall, a constable in the Town of Orland, in the
County of Hancock.
GREETINGS:
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby required to
notify and warn the voters of the Town of Orland, in said County,
qualified by law to vote in town affairs, to meet at the Orland
Town Office, in said town, on Monday, the 9th day of May A.D.
2011 at 8 o’clock in the forenoon, then and there to act on Articles
numbered 1 through 2.
And, to notify and warn said voters to meet at the Orland Con-
solidated School Gym, in said town, on Tuesday, the 10th day of
May, 2011 at 7 o’clock in the evening, then and there to act on
Articles numbered 3 through 22. All of said articles being set out
below.
The polls for voting on Articles numbered 1 through 2 will be
open at 8 o’clock in the forenoon and will close at 8 o’clock in the
evening.
ARTICLE 1. To choose a moderator to preside at the said meet-
ing.
ARTICLE 2. To choose by secret ballot the following officers;
one Selectman and Overseer of the Poor for three years, one As-
sessor for three years, and one Fish Committee Member for four
years.
ARTICLE 3. To accept the report of the Municipal Officers and
Superintendent of Schools as written.
ARTICLE 4. To authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint the
following officers: Constable, Fire Warden, Civil Preparedness
Director, Fish Warden, Plumbing Inspector, Animal Control
Officer, Planning Board Members, Board of Appeals Members,
Registrar of Voters, Solid Waste District Board Members,
Recreation Committee Members, River Day Committee Members,
Code Enforcement Officer.
ARTICLE 5. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for Administration:
2010 2011
Town Officers’ Salaries 65,000.00 70,500.00
Current & Contingent Account 73,750.00 68,750.00
Unemployment Compensation 900.00 900.00
Worker’s Compensation 2,104.00 900.00
Social Security 8,000.00 8,000.00
Town Hall Maintenance 5,000.00 5,000.00
Town Property Maintenance 6,000.00 6,000.00
Utilities 7,000.00 7,000.00
The Selectmen recommend $167,754.00 $167,050.00
ARTICLE 6. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for Health and Sanitation:
2010 2011
Solid Waste Disposal 63,000.00 63,000.00
Septic Waste Disposal 4,000.00 4,000.00
Community Health & Counseling
Services
2,200.00 2,225.00
Hospice of Hancock County 400.00 400.00
Eastern Area Agency on Aging 1,400.00 1,400.00
Bucksport Regional Health Center 0.00 1,000.00
Bucksport Community Concerns 2,500.00 2,500.00
Child & Family Opportunities 200.00 800.00
American Red Cross 2,137.00 2,137.00
Bucksport Bay Healthy Coalition 600.00 600.00
Washington-Hancock Community
Agency
3,559.00 3,490.00
Hancock County Home Care 2,100.00 2,100.00
Downeast Health Services 1,710.00 1,750.00
Downeast Horizons 0.00 1,600.00
Yesterday’s Children 300.00 300.00
The Selectmen Recommend $84,106.00 $87,302.00
ARTICLE 7. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for General Assistance:
2010 2011
The Selectmen Recommend $1,300.00 $1,400.00
ARTICLE 8. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for Protection:
2010 2011
Bucksport Ambulance Service 29,847.00 31,768.00
Bucksport Dispatch Service 11,948.00 12,187.00
Legal Fund 0.00 500.00
Orland Fire Department 44,000.00 50,000.00
Civil Emergency Preparedness 500.00 500.00
Animal Control 0.00 1,000.00
Street Lighting Program 3,500.00 3,600.00
Selectmen Recommend 89,795.00 99,555.00
ARTICLE 9. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for roads:
2010 2011
Winter Road Maintenance 216,000.00 216,000.00
Road Maintenance & Paving 300,000.00 300,000.00
Special Road Projects 45,000.00 45,000.00
The Selectmen Recommend $561,000.00 $561,000.00
ARTICLE 10. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for Recreation:
2010 2011
Bucksport Recreation Program 4,727.00 4,822.00
Orland River Day 500.00 500.00
Orland Historical Society 1,000.00 1,000.00
Buck Memorial Library 4,000.00 4,000.00
Downeast YMCA 2,500.00 2,500.00
Family Snowmobile Club 600.00 600.00
The Selectmen Recommend $13,327.00 $13,422.00
ARTICLE 11. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for miscellaneous accounts:
2010 2011
Care of Parks & Cemeteries 6,000.00 6,000.00
Capital Reserve Fund 50,000.00 50,000.00
School Building Reserve 0.00 15,000.00
School Building Expenses 0.00 10,000.00
The Selectmen Recommend $56,000.00 $81,000.00
ARTICLE 12. Shall the Town vote to raise or appropriate the
following sums for County Tax:
2010 2011
The Selectmen Recommend $94,417.00 $93,381.00
ARTICLE 13. Shall the Town vote to use the following reve-
nues to reduce the 2011 appropriations:
2010 2011
Surplus 15,000.00 15,000.00
Excise Taxes 340,000.00 343,000.00
State Revenue Sharing 86,000.00 84,000.00
Local Road Assistance 30,000.00 30,000.00
Town Clerk Fees 12,500.00 12,500.00
Dog License Fees 1,000.00 750.00
Snowmobile Reimbursement 600.00 600.00
The Selectmen Recommend $485,100.00 $485,850.00
ARTICLE 14. Shall the town vote to exceed the property tax
levy limit of $499,879.00 established by State law for the Town
of Orland due to extraordinary circumstances outside the control
of the municipal legislative body.
The Selectmen recommend passage
ARTICLE 15. Shall the Town vote that the taking of alewives
for the year 2012 from all waters in the Town of Orland be regu-
lated by the Fish Committee and the Selectmen according to the
general laws of the State of Maine and the Town of Orland.
ARTICLE 16. Shall the Town of Orland vote to allow the Se-
lectmen to sell the parcel of land on Map 46 Lot 10; which was
previously voted by the Town to retain in article 31 of the town
meeting held 3/20/2001.
ARTICLE 17. Shall the Town vote to allow the Selectmen to
negotiate wages for Town labor and equipment.
ARTICLE 18. To see what method the Town will use to collect
taxes.
The Selectmen recommend: the same method as used in 2010.
ARTICLE 19. Shall the Town vote to charge interest on all
taxes after September 30, 2011.
Recommended Rate: 7% per annum
ARTICLE 20. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
to dispose of any Town-owned land or real estate acquired by
non-payment of taxes on such terms as they deem advisable, to
execute quit-claim deeds for the same, and to sell and dispose of
any obsolete equipment and property.
ARTICLE 21. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Treasurer to borrow money and issue the Town’s negotiable
note from money raised during the year.
ARTICLE 22. Shall the Town vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Treasurer to issue General Obligations Securities of the
Town for the purpose of funding and refunding certain notes of
the Town due now or to become due during the municipal year,
2011, and to fix time within which said securities are to become
due.
Connie Brown, Registrar of Voters, will be at the Town Office
during business hours for the purpose of correcting the voting
list and for new registrations.
Given under our hands at Orland on the 7th day of April, 2011.
Selectmen for the Town of Orland
Town of Orland
P.O.Box 67
Orland, ME 04472
We have been engaged to audit the financial statements of
the Town of Orland, Maine as on and for the year ended
December 31, 2010. Our report is being issued and will be
on file at the town office for inspection as soon as possible.
Please contact the Town of Orland, Maine through the Town
Office, for a complete copy of the Town’s audited financial
statements.
Certified Public Accountants
February 26, 2011
Save the Date…
June 25th Orland River Day!
Activities to include: Chili makers – enter your best chili
– prizes for first & second
Silent Auction – many awesome
items
Raffles – take a chance on three
different raffles
Lots of games & prizes for kids
Great Pond Mountain eco tour
Merchandise vendors
Food vendors
Breast Cancer awareness/support
booth
Parade – featuring Donald &
Daisy Duck
Cannonball Contest
Street dance for all ages
Craft exhibits and demonstrations
And much more….
and don’t forget to enter the raft race – a free t-shirt for
each participant in the race!

